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About This Content

FS Global 2010 is a terrain enhancement pack for FSX: Steam Edition developed by PILOTS!, which provides updated 3D
mesh scenery for the whole world, including areas that are not covered by SRTM data such as Antarctica, Greenland, Iceland,

Russia and Scandinavia.

FS Global corrects and refines the terrain profiling by using new data sources which are able to offer a finer resolution (up to
nine metres), resulting in more accurate terrain.

Please note: this add-on requires 25GB hard disk space to install. Please check data costs with your broadband provider before
commencing download.

This pack corrects the default terrain mesh (landclass data) and does not include any texture updates.

Features

FS-Mesh and source data in 9m resolution for Hawaii (complete) and the southwest of the US, south of 38’N and west of
108’W.

High quality coverage of North America (and parts of Canada); nationwide LOD11 (19m).

Greenland, Iceland and Scandinavia in LOD 9 (76m; standard SRTM resolution).

Additional improved resolution around Europe including High Tatra, Scotland and Hardangervidda (Norway).
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More detailed mesh for Antarctica and Northern Russia.

Corrected views of ridges and peaks.

Reduction of irrelevant data for higher data compression.

New algorithm for finding and correcting errors.
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touhou was better. This game reminds me of myself back in calculus class, you see during my calculus class I didn't study at all
so I was always not prepared for the quizzes and tests and I failed the course, however calculus didn't have respawn points but in
DARK SOULS\u2122 III there are bonfires I tried making one in my calculus class but I got expelled from the school so now
I've got nothing to do but keep playing DARK SOULS\u2122 III the game punishes me for every mistake, it shows me my
weaknesses and therefore makes me a stronger person.
Thank you DARK SOULS\u2122 III :'). Ok, so you came to play Woodle 2, alright? You download it and load it up, but then
you click and the game crashes. So you learn not to click when the game's loading, and happen upon a vast expanse of Woodling
delight, but when you try to explore Woodle's domain, you fall right through the floor. The game is very challenging and
deceptive at times, but at the same coin, is still very epic and I love it.. It's not worth it right now. Too many giant issues.
Enemy balance is not good.
Character and equipment balance is also not good.
Progression is gated behind triple layer rng
(Get the drop hope the drop is the right shape/color then hope you get the right stat when you consume the drop to power your
character) and then depending on how you want to use that progression it can potentially either give you some stats or ... better
chances when interacting with another layer of rng that is the in run level up system.
Bosses have giant health pools and like every enemy in the game simply don't stop attacking enough.
All enemies in the game don't have enough recovery for their actions.
Mage enemies can hit you from line of sight.
Ranged enemies spam so much that it's just tedious.
Melee enemies don't reward you for learning and exploiting their patterns.

It's not worth it unless you're actually curious about following the development. It's simply too flawed.. I have around 50 games
on the Vive, and although the graphics aren't the best, the game play is fun and the feeling of fast movement (especially when
jumping of the cliffs) is outstanding. Definitely recommend this one.. Great fun, cheap price and loads of replayability. A
throwback to the glory days of the fighting fantasy books. Highly recommended.
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Nice little strategy game for a few hours of fun. Excellent poverty fun. The only thing this is missing is online mode.

Don't worry about the game not having a vs mode. Just get player 2 to press start while in story mode.. It's a nice but short route
with a good looking train and kind of unique operations (freight operations using an EMU).

It's a single track branch line, which, after leaving the starting point at Chur, constantly climbs steep grades up to Arosa. Be
aware that the maximum speed of the line is 35 km\/h. Most of the time, your train will be running at slower speeds (33 km\/h,
30 km\/h and in the city of Chur 20 km\/h), though. So if you like fast train operations, this route might be disappointing. It
comes with a unique signalling system, which is pretty easy once you get the hang of it (just look into the manual, all is
explained very well). The city of Chur, where your train is running literally on the streets of the town, is quite detailed, although
I found the scenarios to be a bit lifeless. Some more people on the streets would help to make it feel much more alive (you can
do it for yourself in the editor of course). They advertize all the bridge and tunnel models they have done for this route and
indeed, it helps quite a lot to make it look special in a lot of places. The tracks look pretty good, unfortunately the winter version
is a bit, well, snowless... Feels a bit like the track was laied after the snow has fallen. I found this to be much better at the
Semmering Bahn for example, where the sleepers are actually covered with snow.

The train itself is done in a quite solid way. You can choose between several preset destinations in the cab, which will be
displayed at the outside of the train then (they also include destinations from the Albula line and some other lines of the RhB).
Unfortunately the wiper only comes in ON or OFF positions, so no occasionally wiping. There are some windows in the cab
which can be opened and the sun visor can be lowered. You have several different options to set your front and rear lights,
including the single light for shunting services. The request stop feature works well, but to be honest, it's nothing too special. It
would have been cool, if Thomson Interactive would have made a train announcement system similiar to their Trent Valley line.
I haven't experienced the real train yet, but I like the sounds it makes in the game. Compared to some youtube videos, it seems
quite accurately done.

. Just completed level 2 and definitely enjoying this game. It's a stealth\/platform\/puzzle game that will test both your reflexes
and your brain. The graphic style is quite interesting and original, harkening back to old ZX Spectrum-like aesthetic, with an
interesting lighting system. Gameplay-wise, it might be argued that the game becomes a bit frustrating\/taxing even in the
second level, but it never feels unfair, just more challenging than the average. Controls are not perfect, but are better with the d-
pad rather than with the analog stick. Overall I definitely do reccomend this game. It's a pity it went mostly ignored at launch.
Don't miss it if you ever catch it on sale!. Very simple but very fun! Try turning the gravity on each controller down low to
freeze your design or just sculpt it slowly. Very relaxing and very cool. Bring your own music. :). Too dark, Game don't make
any sense. Worthless
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